Homeowner Test Results Guidance
Strategy using short-term initial test

Step 1

Initial Short-Term Test

- Is the result equal to or greater than 4 pCi/l?
  - Yes: Perform confirming Short-Term Test
  - No: No Mitigation recommended*

*Note: If you tested in the summer, if the result is less than 4 pCi/l, we recommend a follow-up test during the heating season, or a year-long test.

Step 2

- If result is equal to or greater than 8 pCi/l: Perform Long-Term Test (Full year recommended)
- If result is less than 8 pCi/l: Choose follow-up test type

Is the Result of LONG-TERM test at or above 4 pCi/l?

No Mitigation, but a Year-Long Test is recommended

Yes: Mitigate Home

*Yes: Mitigate Home

No: No Mitigation recommended